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Today we are in Ezra Chapter 1.
This is a very incredible and important section of Scripture. Remember the context: this is where the
Jews, the chosen people, have been captured by Babylon. They've been slaves in Babylon for 70 years,
and now they're being freed; they're being freed by a very special type of king, the king of Persia, and
his name is of course King Cyrus. The Scripture refers to him with the Hebrew word “messiah”; not
that he is Jesus, etc, but it means “anointed one.” It means he literally saved the country, and he saved
the Jewish people. So this is the whole story of King Cyrus.
Now just to give you some context here: remember 70 years of slavery; 70 years! We talked about this
even in the context of Moses. The people of God were for hundreds of years slaves under Egypt. So,
getting that identity of slavehood out of them is a big deal because their whole social identity, their
whole formative development, all their generations that have grown up in those cultures, they've
identified themselves as slaves; they've identified themselves as second-class citizens. This is similar
with the Babylonian captivity; 70 years! Now remember, at the time people lived a little shorter than
we live now so it could be even two generations that are now in slavery under Nebuchadnezzar etc.
Now they're dealing with a tremendous blessing; they receive what? Liberty; they receive freedom.
Let's take a look at it Ezra Chapter 1; let's read together now.

Ezra Chapter 1: 1- 10
1 Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah might be
fulfilled, the LORD stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, that he made a proclamation throughout all his
kingdom, and put it also in writing, saying,
2 Thus saith Cyrus king of Persia, The LORD God of heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth; and he
hath charged me to build him an house at Jerusalem, which is in Judah.
Remember: Cyrus is pagan! Remember when Trump was running and he came down the escalator?
Remember even the Evangelical community was like, “Oh, he didn't repent yet,” or, “oh, how is God
going to use him?” Hello! Cyrus was a pagan worshiper; he had multiple gods, but God used him,
right? I think President Trump's spirit and his relationship with God deepened as he got more
attacked by the Left and saw how vicious this was. It's not just two parties fighting.
As we talked about last Sunday, it really is an existential fight for the direction of the country. And,
especially with r- and K- selection theory in genetics, it really is a genetic fight as well; it really is a
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genetic fight. In the same way King Cyrus is being used by God. In this case he is a pagan; he's
actually worshiping other gods, but God is able to penetrate that hardened heart and use him for this
express purpose.

Let's look at verses 3 -10
3 Who is there among you of all his people? his God be with him, and let him go up to Jerusalem, which is in
Judah, and build the house of the LORD God of Israel, (he is the God,) which is in Jerusalem.
4 And whosoever remaineth in any place where he sojourneth, let the men of his place help him with silver, and
with gold, and with goods, and with beasts, beside the freewill offering for the house of God that is in Jerusalem.
5 Then rose up the chief of the fathers of Judah and Benjamin, and the priests, and the Levites, with all them
whose spirit God had raised, to go up to build the house of the LORD which is in Jerusalem.
6 And all they that were about them strengthened their hands with vessels of silver, with gold, with goods, and
with beasts, and with precious things, beside all that was willingly offered.
7 Also Cyrus the king brought forth the vessels of the house of the LORD, which Nebuchadnezzar had brought
forth out of Jerusalem, and had put them in the house of his gods;

So remember, all the ornamentation or the accoutrements of the Temple were taken by
Nebuchadnezzar to Babylon, basically to defile it, and now King Cyrus is even giving those
accoutrements back, and Persian money, to the House that he is now going to fund and build; the
house in Jerusalem.

8 Even those did Cyrus king of Persia bring forth by the hand of Mithredath the treasurer, and numbered them
unto Sheshbazzar, the prince of Judah.
9 And this is the number of them: thirty chargers of gold, a thousand chargers of silver, nine and twenty knives,
10 Thirty basons of gold, silver basons of a second sort four hundred and ten, and other vessels a thousand.
Now remember, in this section of history you have three of the main central figures so -to- speak in
the book of Ezra, and extending it after the Babylonian Captivity. That is Zerubbabel which Ezra
speaks about in chapter 2 and 3; then you have Ezra and then you have Nehemiah. So we can look at
these three figures that God is using to lead His people back to Jerusalem, and back to the Temple to
then establish the priesthood, establish the Levites, and build and establish the Temple. And by the
time we get to Nehemiah, God is now ordering them to build a wall - because lo and behold walls
kind of work; you know they kind of work! So God is instructing them to build a wall around
Jerusalem so they can protect the Temple and they can protect their civilization.
Now, we have to remember that they're slaves; their identity has been that of slaves for 70 years, and
now they're coming out of Babylon, out of that state. They've been given a tremendous blessing;
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they've been allowed to move back as Jews to Jerusalem, and they now have to pioneer the rebuilding
of Jerusalem. It's not only a building that you have to build, because building a Temple is one thing
but rebuilding the identity of the people is a critical spiritual task; absolutely critical! If you're still in a
slave mentality and you have beautiful temple ornamentation, it will not please God. Amen! It will
not please Him to see them continue in that Babylonian state, in that Egyptian state as slaves.
So Zerubbabel is the first, then Ezra and then of course Nehemiah.
Zerubbabel is interesting because he is almost like a warlord. When we think about spiritual men in
the modern day we may think of a Catholic priest with a collar, or we may think of the Dalai Lama for
Buddhists; Muslims will think of an imam. We have this iconic kind of imagery of what we think a
spiritual person is, or a leader is; usually in the Evangelical Churches, it maybe a pastor with a suit
and tie, or whatever the case maybe.
But the point is: in the Ancient World God is moving His people, and for example when we look at
Moses, he is freed from Egypt; he's able to leave. Then what does he do? He has to set up a militia; he
sets up an army. He becomes the leader of a militia and he has to train them. He doesn't have any
military experience, but he has to train them, and he has to overcome the 31 kings of Canaan. He's got
to go in and stop the sex trafficking and the pedophilia that is rampant in those cultures, and of course
the passing of the children to the fire of Baal, which is killing your children.
That's abortion basically in the Ancient world, and taking away any of the paternal or maternal
responsibilities we have to our children; because all they have is us as parents. Amen!
I mean we are critical for children, as daddy and mommy; central, central, central. A human baby is
completely vulnerable to the elements, to predators, to the dangerous world without their parents.
Of course that's why Socialism, Communism, political Satanism, is always interested in trying to split
up that relationship and keep the kids in a vulnerable state so they can of course prey on them. In
Egypt it's the same thing. They're used to being controlled by the state, they're used to being
controlled by this tyranny; in this case it's the pharaohs. In the case of Babylon it's under King
Nebuchadnezzar; it's under this vast empire of again centralized totalitarianism.

The servants
If you meet anybody from countries who have been communist or socialist, you can ask them,” how
long did it take you to acclimatize yourself? How long did it take for you to feel comfortable, for example living
in America?” where the citizens are supposed to be the sovereigns, and the government is supposed to
be what? The servant! They're actually called “public servants”; even though they're first-class
citizens, actually they’re supposed to be public servants in the model that God gave in the Garden of
Eden. God did not intend His children Adam and Eve to be the slaves of Lucifer. No, of course not!
The angels had an organization, they had the Holy Host; the angels had tremendous power.
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They helped God create the universe, but God didn't give the blessing of His inheritance to them;
they're not His children. There's something more powerful when we see our children who are
basically us for the next generation, and then we continue on through our children. We get to live on
and our values hopefully live on through our children, and that culture and that civilization that we
stand for, our children hopefully are maintaining. Amen!
So in the Garden of Eden we see that Lucifer was supposed to be the servant; he's a powerful angel.
The Bible refers to him as an angel of light; he is effulgent with light and every time he flaps his wings,
there's organ music! I mean he's not that red demon that you see in Tom Cruise’s Legend. He actually
looks a lot more handsome and he's glistening and he's very shiny and Bling-Bling and he plays music
at the same time. It describes him not as something that is obviously evil like a red demon with huge
black horns and weighs 500 pounds or whatever. No, no, that's obvious! Any person with half a brain
can see that and say, “Whoa! I'm going to run.”
Lucifer is much sneakier and he's much cleverer; he uses the lure, he uses temptation, he uses “No, no,
no, you shall not surely die. Did God tell you that you would die? No, no, you will not die; trust me, you won't
die. God is telling you falsehoods. That's not true; you won't die if you eat of that fruit.” Lucifer is supposed
to be the servant, but Lucifer becomes the master over humanity.
This is very similar as when we look at the national level of any country. The proper order of
governance in terms of God's original intent is to have humanity, as His children made in the image of
God, to be in the master's position over the servant. The powerful archangelic organizations and
bureaucracies, they're supposed to be under the people. That's the proper order that we should have.

The Washington Times
Our Founding Fathers were Judeo -Christians and quoted the Bible a lot, and the top quoted scholars
of the day: Montesquieu, Blackstone, John Locke etc, were all Christian scholars, all Christian
theologians. All of the Founding Fathers and scholars had a fundamental philosophy, a fundamental
starting point i.e. that we are made in the image of God, and God has bestowed this world to us.
That is flipped, folks, when we now move to Socialism, Communism, totalitarianism,
authoritarianism, political Satanism, and that's why Father called it political Satanism. Father's been
teaching from the 1940s while in North Korea, that Communism is Satanism; that Satan directly leads
Communism. Why? Because it actually produces a society in which actual Satanism can thrive: that is
the killing of the babies, that is the destruction of marriage, that is the defiling of our youth through
licentious and deviant sexuality etc, etc; the list goes on and on. All those things are actual parts of
Satanism, parts of its actual culture, and it is Socialism, Communism, political Satanism that creates
the apparatus where those who are involved in those things can be above the law; they can get away
with it. We only have to have a small evidence of it from like Epstein and we know this stuff is going
rampant in the echelons of power even in America. Amen!
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True Father started and founded the Washington Times to fight the New York Times and the
Washington Post, and through the Washington Times we were the ones that exposed the pedophile
ring that the Republicans were running in the 1990s and that the Bushes were involved in; we were
the ones that were writing about that. We were a conservative paper and that clearly had to be
exposed.
Let alone the Epstein island: Bill Gates being on his island many, many, many, times, having a very
deep friendship with Epstein, and how this inner circle with the Clintons and Hillary being there four
times, Bill being there 27 times etc! and these are all with an openly known convicted pedophile who
was raping and trafficking children, folks. These elites somehow feel that it's good and it's healthy and
wholesome to bring their kids around these kinds of people, okay!
So you see why Father talked about it as Satanism. It creates the real apparatus for real Satanists, real
devil worshipers, real people who want to destroy any vestige of strong stable families; because that is
a powerful unit in the army of God so- to -speak that will fight against a societal destruction, societal
takeover by the evil forces.
So, talk to anybody who's come from a communist country and ask them, “Hey, did it take some time to
acclimatize and to really kind of shape your own identity?” It takes time; you talk to people! Because your
whole life, you've been brainwashed by propaganda and indoctrinated that you are a product and
you are a servant and you are an object of the state. And it's not only that they're teaching you this,
but if you rebel they will kill you! So there are also negative incentives attached to these types of
beliefs, okay. It's not like they're just trying to force the belief on you; no, no, they will come and
punish you with the apparatus of the state!

Father tortured
That's why in my book A bald head and a strawberry I wrote about that. When Father was in his 90s, 9192 and I was serving and attending him, you know he was an older man; so I had to clean him and
wash him, and I would see all the scars all over his body. He wouldn't talk about it but you could see
all the scars from the torture chambers, etc. In my book I kind of described them as: the scar tissues are
like flashes all over his body. When he was under the Communist regime and the Japanese Colonial
regime, they were doing all sorts of crazy torture on him. If you're teaching that Communism is
Satanism under communist regimes, boy they're going to take a field day on you! They were doing the
electrodes and shocking him, electrocuting him all throughout his body especially in his private areas,
and stabbing, lacerating; giving him the water torture obviously. They also did the ones where they
break your shoulders: they tie your hands behind your back, hang you up and pull on the rope so
your shoulders pop out of the socket and break, etc.
But the point is: this is a real thing, folks! Not only do they try to indoctrinate your family or your
civilization, but they put very, very, scary and very, very, dangerous and very malicious, wicked, evil,
negative sentences attached to those beliefs. Of course, this is why we're not only fighting a political
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party, or we're not only fighting some type of ideological war, but it's a larger spiritual war. The
Scripture talks about, “we fight not against flesh and blood but against principalities of powers and rules of the
darkness of this world and spiritual wickedness and high places.”

King & priest
We're fighting the forces of Satan, a demonic realm which is trying to take something which is not
theirs. God didn't give the inheritance of the world and His creation to those angels that rebelled
against Him and fled. Instead He gave it to Adam and Eve: “Let them be fruitful; let them multiply and
have dominion and subdue the earth.”He gave the power of dominion to His children. That is why
fundamentally any socialist, communist, authoritarian, totalitarian, political Satanist regime that
millions people have had to live under, it will always be about trying to go after your identity. Why?
Because God gives us a certain identity He says to us, “You are no longer slaves of sin, but through Christ
you are now what? Kings and priests!”
That's a new identity; that's hard to get used to, by the way. It's hard to get used to, “I'm a king and a
priest and God is calling me to have rulership or shepherding.” We looked at the Greek word poimaino,
rulership; it's usually translated as rule but it's the Greek word poimaino from the root word poimen
which is shepherd. So it means to shepherd the nations with the rod of iron; to shepherd them.
That's kind of hard to do because we're told, “No, no, no!” We have certain identities that are given us
by culture, by Hollywood, by the Left, by our public school teachers, etc, and we are trained from a
young age to conform to this type of culture that they are trying to push, especially through the
educational systems. To break out of that takes time and it's difficult. It's very hard, because we are
not conditioned to see ourselves as sovereigns, as people endowed with God-given natural right that
an organization such as a bureaucracy or a state cannot take away. Philosophically we may be able to
do that, but really bringing that into your own identity is another story; isn't it? It really takes a lot of
effort to bring that into our identity and to understand, “Wait a minute! I'm more than just a servant of
the state; I'm more than just a citizen of this country. There's somebody behind me who is God that is uplifting
my identity.”

Love & respect
The communists want to go after your identity, and that's why they're trying to make all these crazy
characters. They're trying to really confuse people, even your basic identity as a male or a female;
that's a primary part of who you are, right whether we're male or whether we're female. And that has
an impact on how society will progress, because in the institution of marriage for example God calls
the men to be what? Kings and priests; we have to be in the image of the Shepherd in our family. We
have to be one that shepherds, not rules like a tyrant, but shepherds our family as the king and the
priest. And our wife, we have to protect her and love her as Christ loved the church. That’s talked
about in Ephesians Chapter 5. Then the wife is called to what? Respect the husband as the priest of
the home; to respect him and to honor his position that God has given to him.
So the task for husband and wife - we talk about it all the time is:
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*Husbands, we have to change our wife, if sometimes we feel she's unloving, we change her by love
and being patient; that's not in our nature, that's hard for us, that's tough.
*Of course for wives to husbands, God commands what? Change him by respect; don't do the stuff
that will make him feel like you are disrespecting him, because he will shut down everything; he will
shut down that line of communication.
So God gives the answers here. But husbands and wives, we need to see ourselves not just as husband
and wife, but see ourselves also as king and priest, queen and evangelist; that we have a duty to raise
up the next generation in ministry with God, in connection with God; helping them develop their
relationship with God, strengthen them.

Love your neighbor
And of course there is a larger ethic than just our family, because God calls us not only to raise a good
family. This is a problem with people in a Family Fed, etc; they’ve just stopped at the family. God
doesn't call us only to make a good family where we have great adventures together or something like
that, which is a huge part of it, but He says, “Love God with all your heart, soul, strength and might and
love your neighbor.” Now your neighbor is not necessarily part of your family. Are you with me, folks?
Your neighbor is not part of your nuclear family usually, and of course in the context of the neighbor
God is calling us to extend the circle of love that we have; just like we try to love and shepherd and
protect our family, to also extend that love to our neighbor who may not be part of our nuclear family.
They may even be of another political persuasion. Many of you probably experience that with the
flood of people coming from New York and New Jersey. Every time you see a New York plate, you
say, “Oh Lord, have mercy!” We got to find out what type of New Yorkers they are, because your head
is spinning when a New York plate or New Jersey plate moves into the neighborhood. You'll know
what I'm talking about. Oh Lord, Have mercy! Stressful, stressful!
But the point is: we are called to of course love our neighbor, to protect our neighbor, because Christ
also tells us, “No greater love is there than this that one lays down his life for his friends.” That is the heart of
a veteran, somebody who's going out to war, somebody who's fighting for other people he does not
know; he doesn't know. A lot of our vets they're out there - your husband is out there on the army
base - why are they out there? Not so they can make a dollar, or not so they can do this or that; they're
out there to fulfill the calling of protecting liberty for people that they don't know. (Applause) Yes!
We just celebrated Memorial Day, and that's why it's important to remember those things. You know
it doesn't mean people are perfect, right; but they are trying to exemplify the love of Christ. Somebody
in war, who throws himself in front of a grenade and blows himself up so that you won't die, that's
what Christ did, isn't it? When he was crucified and died, he threw himself on that bomb so- to- speak
and protected us from the wrath and the destruction of sin.
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It's that kind of heart which is critical in the Peace Police Peace Militia; in the armed citizenry, in the
ethics of being an armed citizen, it's critical. We want to exemplify the Commandments of Christ. We
want to love God more, strengthen our relationship with Him because that strengthens our
fundamental identity. It gives us power over evil and demonic forces; it gives us discernment over
those that are trying to pull us away from God, etc. And of course “love our neighbor,” means extend
that heart of love also to our neighbors. That also means that we have a portion of responsibility; we
can't protect our neighbors if we don't have the ability.

Helpless man vs. peaceful man
When I was training in Jiu-Jitsu many times the instructors would post up stuff or they would show
these things; they would say, “There is a big difference between a helpless man and a peaceful man.” A
helpless man, if evil comes, cannot do anything. That's the type of males that you will see many times
on the Left; they think that by just being pure pacifists they are being godly or they have a higher
morality. But the reality of it is: when the evil forces come and the wolves come for destruction - and
the reality of warfare is rape, pillage and plunder of a society; that's the reality of warfare - when the
wolves come for that, how will you stop them if the males especially are helpless?
The only way to stop that encroachment of evil is if the men are capable of stopping that attack - and
I'm just using this example as a general metaphor. Thus they're not helpless, they're capable and they
can choose peace; they have a choice. If the wolves come and they say, “No, not on my watch,” the
wolves back down and go away; you have peace. But a helpless man does not have that option or
ability or that power.
That's what's happening and of course we see in Europe for example, there's been an assault on men
for decades through avowed radical feminists who have hated, hated, the institution of marriage,
because feminism is radically tied to Socialism and Communism. Mao Zedong -I use that example a
lot because he's one of the biggest genociders; he's one of the biggest mass murderers- but he knew
that:
- Political power comes from the barrel of a gun, and
-You have to use the common Marxist strategy: divide and conquer. You have to divide society into
different identities and make them fight, then they cannot unify against the real oppressor which is of
course the communist state. This is now also happening in communist China, etc

Assault on churches & morality
People usually don't know that Mao for example funded -he funded- nightclubs, strip clubs, alcohol
bars, etc. They were state-sponsored; he set up bars and nightclubs. And then through propaganda he
started attacking the traditional values of marriage and told the young people, “No, no, marriage is
oppressive; marriage is enslaving you. Don't be a slave to this marriage and religion! Go play, go play! We'll
make it easy for you: we'll make the strip clubs, we'll make the bars.” People don't know that; the state
literally funded them. Why? Because they knew they had to separate the young people from their
identity as a moral person; somebody that was looking forward to getting married, somebody that
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would create stable, honest and moral relationships with their wife, and then raise moral children.
They needed to disrupt that.
So you get immoral people that are seeking what? Hedonism, pleasure! Why? Because the people that
are trying to grab power are also immorally trying to gain larger pleasure by stealing larger resources
through the state. Did you see how this works, folks? You have to generally reduce the morality of the
population so that those government officials can get away with their morality as well. A sinful
people cannot throw off a sinful ruling class; you have to be able to discern between what is right and
what is wrong for you to actually oppose evil. Amen!
It's incredible because of course those tactics are now being brought here to America; they're now
being used in our country. We talked about it five, seven years ago. Remember this? We were talking
about it, and of course Dr. Panzer has been doing work against the LGBT for how many years? 40
years or so, right?
Anyway, the point is: the fact is that a gay man will have on average 300 sexual partners- average,
folks, average. Now, I asked you the question last week: If you knew somebody in your neighborhood
- it could be heterosexual or homosexual, it doesn't matter -that one person in your neighborhood has
300 sexual partners, wouldn't you think that as a parent it would be important to tell your children to
stay away from that guy? I mean, that would be totally common sense if you actually want to protect
your children and not give them over to psychopaths. You would tell them, “Stay away from that guy;
don't go near that guy. When you see him just run.”
Think about that: the normal average gay man has 300 sexual partners. But you can't talk about it! If
you say something about it, you are a homophobe, you are evil, you are bigoted, you are not
Christian, etc. These are atheists telling Christians that they're not Christian! You understand? But it's
not only that because that woman was trying to go into the genetic argument; remember? “This is
biological; I don't have a choice, I am just this way.”
Now you see the more modern “churches” the Millennial churches, they literally have pastors going
out there saying, “No, God made gay couples and He's happy with gay unions.” Whoa! I mean, these are
Evangelical Churches now folks, that are doing this! That's way more dangerous than atheism by the
way, because at least with atheism you can kind of figure out, “this guy doesn't even believe in God.” But
this person is saying that he's a minister of the Gospel and he's telling this large congregation in
California, “Oh, God is happy with your homosexual union.” What? And he's openly gay too. Have you
ever heard the word abomination? Just look at Leviticus 18. I mean goodness gracious! All you got to
do is read. It's just ridiculous!
But the point is: this type of ideology is coming strong. We kind of poo-pooed it, just kind of,”leave me
alone. Just don't mess with us and don't mess with my kids, but you do what you want”; this kind of thing.
We didn't realize that they would start going after all the local offices, they would start going after all
the school boards; from the federal all the way to the local. So much so that now in the middle of
Pennsylvania you have Milford as one of the top 10 gay- friendly cities in the country or something
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like that! This is supposed to be like hillbilly towns, you know like “conservative and pickup trucks,”
and it's now one of the most gay-friendly cities in America!
I mean come on, folks; they have taken over every single facet of education! And, since normally
people of God and conservatives in general, are working and they're busy, they're not paying
attention to all these things, while these people are getting into power. Then these people don't just go
on and leave us alone; no! They enact their will upon you, folks! That’s the problem! This is what
unfortunately we are now learning as a culture in America: socialists, communists, they don't let up.
They have a driving force that is driving them, animating them to seize power and resources and
money etc. And it's not from God's side! It is to use immorality to steal, to enact theft on the
population; it is their process to use coercion and force if you don't conform.
Just look how they're trying to threaten people: now even in a company and your CEO says, “You have
to obey the mask mandate; you have to do it. You have to do the mask mandate; you have to get the vaccine,” that is untested etc. This is coercion! They're literally telling you your dress code, what you can and
cannot wear in America as a free person! It's now a year and six months that they've been doing this.
Remember when they said it would be 14 days? “Come on, please; just acquiesce and participate. 14 days;
we promise it will be gone.” Remember this? 14 days but it’s now what? 500 days or something; so a little
more than 14!
But you have people that are ruling that tell you what you have to wear - you have to dress a certain
way in America - to go to a grocery store. You can't shop at small grocery stores, you have to shop at
the big grocery stores that are associated with and are in the same liberal cabal as Bill Gates, Mark
Zuckerberg; Jeff Bezos is buying whole foods. I mean you understand how crazy this is, folks! This is
crazy land! And it's not only that they're recommending for you to behave in this fashion; it is not only
bullying, but at some point in some states they'll come after you with the law. They'll come after you
with their political apparatus, to attack you, and to bring up false charges against you.
Our brother in London just posted an article- from the Daily Mail, I believe it is- that shows that now
they will start dividing people between vaccinated and non-vaccinated in the UK. This sounds like a
joke, folks; literally, it sounds like a joke. But the fact that this is happening is starting to shock the
world. These devil worshipers, these political Satanists, have real intentions, and just because you're
nice and just because they ask nicely, it doesn't mean they will stop; they do not stop.
This is what people don't understand about Communism: they think, “Okay, if we just listen to these
rules, if we just give them the 14 days, all right how hard that can that be? If we just give them my arm to
vaccinate, okay, fine, it's going to be over; that's what they said.” But these are the same pathological liars
that just told you one and a half years ago that they “promise, promise, promise, promise;” they “double,
double, double, double, double, promise” that they're going to let you all be free; these are the same people.
And now people want to give their arm, “Okay give me one shot, oh give me the second shot, give me the
booster shot, give me the second booster shot! Oh there's a new variant? Oh, give me that shot, give me that
shot.”
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And of course these are with black labels; you don't know what's in them. I’ve shown you the video
with people putting magnets on the site of injection. Magnets! How crazy is that! There's some type of
metal in there that's letting the magnet stick if you've got the vaccine. But of course this is why we're
banned off YouTube, and that's why we're banned off other programs, because we talk about these
things. You're not supposed to talk about this stuff. You're not supposed to mention any of the
totalitarian nature of the Beast that is coming forward now; even though we've known that this Beast
really has existed in America for over 100 years. It's just been deepening its power and its tentacles.

Branch Davidians’s mass murderer
Now you have one of the most dangerous things: in terms of the political Satanists, it is kind of the
empowering of their apparatus, and that is somebody like a Dave Chipman whom they're trying to
put as the top law enforcement officer for firearms. Which literally, as our Founding Fathers knew is
the last, last, last, last, last, last line of defense against tyranny. It's your power to be able to say, “No!”
because if you don't have that, you cannot say, “No!” You cannot even vocalize a “no,” you can't even
verbalize a “no”; you can't even societally say “no.” You will be overrun.
The Left has now been pushing a mass murderer. Folks, he's a mass murderer; you understand? They
attacked the Branch Davidians. We don't know so much about their theology, but the point is: what
was their crime at Waco? What was their crime? The crime was that David Koresh sold a sawed-off
shotgun to somebody else, allegedly. That was a crime! That was the crime! The US Federal Force
shows up literally with an army and tanks and these huge blow torches on them, because a guy
allegedly sold a sawed-off shotgun to somebody else, and then goes forward and kills 77 people
including women and children, folks, who had absolutely no allegations against them. They had
absolutely nothing against them; they were not even purported to participate in a crime. Are you with
me, folks?
If the ATF under Clinton or under any Leftist big government person is able to go genocide 77
Americans who are supposed to have rights, who are supposed to be protected by the Constitution,
supposed to be protected by due process, supposed to be protected by the law, and can just go in
because allegedly somebody had a transaction of a sawed-off shotgun, and kill everybody? You
understand? That's a problem. That's what you would call a mass murderer. Just because you wear a
badge like an ATF badge or a Law Enforcement badge, it doesn't protect you if you are a mass
murderer. If you are a mass murderer you are still in the wrong, including a Dave Chipman, who
actually was so incredibly psychopathic that he took pictures of himself over the steaming bodies of
those 77 people that he killed!
Remember folks, I'm trying to just remind you; remember, there was no alleged crime of 76 of these
people. None! They had committed no crime; they were legally living on that compound. Again, we
don't know anything about their theology, but they were American citizens.
They're supposed to have rights, hello!
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They're supposed to have due process, hello!
They're supposed to have the Bill of Rights, hello!
I mean, don't we live in America? Aren’t you supposed to have those constitutionally protective
rights?
This was of course clear exercise of totalitarian power and it was clear exercise of the ravaging of due
process that resulted in 77 dead. Let's say David Koresh was guilty, okay, fine; he sold a sawed-off
shotgun. But what's he supposed to get? A couple of years for that?
Then of course all the evidence that came out showed that actually the Federal Law Enforcement was
in the wrong, and that's why the 11 survivors were all acquitted, all acquitted; every single one of
them, every single one of them!
But no, don't let the population know that! Don't let the population know that the Federal
Government literally genocided innocent Americans; because if you heard something like that, you'd
be like, “whoa!” Maybe your brainwashing in the government schools, like “trust, trust, trust them,
trust the government, trust the government officials,” maybe that would start being questioned. You might
start asking questions like, “Hey, they tell me that this was this and that, but what was the actual case? What
were the actual crimes being committed? What happened there in reality?”
This is the man, folks! He is a literal mass murderer that is being nominated as the top Law
Enforcement Agent for firearms in the United States! I hope you heard what I just said; because it
sounds over the top, it sounds crazy. But did you just hear what I said? You understand? A mass
murderer, if nominated, is now going to be head of the ATF, which has power as the highest level
Law Enforcement Agent over firearms. You understand, folks? Huge, huge! The fact that they would
even put a mass murderer there is outrageous! This man is a mass murderer in a nice suit; that's all he
is.
What's that movie? American Psycho, with the guy, a business man who dresses in a suit all the time.
But Chipman, he is a mass murderer; he participated in the mass killing of innocent Americans!
Despite what we feel about whatever their sect was, they still have rights! The crime was a sawed-off
shotgun “allegedly being sold.”
People have no idea of the actual reality of this situation and they've isolated this man for this job,
”Hey, who would be the best Law Enforcement Agent for firearms?”
-”Well why don't we get…? You know that guy, you know that guy who brought in tanks to burn down 77
people and massacred them, and then took pictures on top of them? Hey, why don't we bring him?
“I'll circle back; I think it's great.”
I mean it's crazy, it's crazy! But why would you bring such a humongous criminal to lead that charge
against your pilgrimage, against your crusade against disarming the American people? Why would
you bring somebody like him? He not only talks about it, he’s not only funded by the biggest like
Giffords Institute and all these kinds of crazy billionaires that are trying to strip the American citizens
of their natural- born right to protect themselves and family and country, but you have this man that
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has been a participant in that genocide, and that's the man you want to bring in! Why would you want
to bring somebody with that kind of history in for your process of disarmament, who not only talks
about it, who not only lobbied for making millions, but who actually did something very, very,
wicked?

It came gradually
People in Europe and all across the world now are saying, “You know, we never knew how Hitler could
gain power. How could he gain power? If I lived at Hitler's time I would have stopped him! If we lived under
Mao, we would have stopped him!”Unfortunately it's not that easy, is it?
As we are now living through this phase that is moving us towards that type of totalitarianism, we
can see how it can be done gradually, over time and slowly. We can slowly do it, by pressure and peer
pressure and collective pressure, and by taking over centralized education, and centralized control of
money supply and banking. Plus you can suffocate, you can strangulate businesses that you don't like,
and you can let free the ones that you do want. And you can take control of media. All this is
manipulating. Hitler didn't pop up out of nowhere; he slowly started building up his strategy.
Same with America: the Communists in America have been doing this, officially since 1916 with the
Federal Reserve Act that would bring us away from a decentralized banking system or a lending
system, where we now moved to a centralized lending system based on the European centralized
banking system model, which gives them complete control over the money supply. It gives them
control, it gives them all control; it basically allows them to have insider trading knowledge. They can
let companies rise and fall by choice, and then they can bet on those companies as they’ve chosen
them to rise and make billions, and as they chose the ones to fall and pull out.
This has been happening in our country for a long time
Those financiers have lots of money! It was written about them in the New York Board of Education
in the 1930s and 40s; people were warning about it. The chairman of the New York Board of
Education -that's in New York City by the way it was a different New York City a hundred years ago they were complaining, “these bankers have way too much power.” It's even in the book; we have the
quotes, we have the actual quotes written by these different senators, heads of the New York Board of
Education. They were saying, “These bankers have way too much power; they're starting to determine what
we must teach through our education boards. This is going to lead to totalitarianism.” This is in the early
1900s. The boards of education of these big cities and states were very fearful of this encroachment of
the financiers that would use big money to put into teaching. But really it's indoctrinating the next
generation of kids because they're kind of like a blank slate to be positive towards Socialism.
How do you have a country which saw Socialism and Communism as completely negative sixty years
ago, to now, if you ask the majority of Millennials it's now the opposite: 60% and above think that
Socialism would be good. These young kids have absolutely no experience; no experience going to
different countries and never living under the hellhole of Communism etc; but they think it's good
and they think it would be great if we tested it out here.
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What comes with Socialism?
You understand, folks? How do you get that type of incredible societal shift in identity? How do you
get a whole population to collectively decide that the opposite will be true? Are you with me, folks?
It's a big deal! And these Socialists, Communists, political Satanists, they've been working at it
continuously.
^ Socialism: Look, “we want to make your kids more open to Socialism.” No, because it's not only that,
right? It also adds in all the other more visible satanic cultural qualities.
^ Gay Marriage: So it’s not only that, “Socialism may be good, but you know what I think? We have to let
marriage be run by the state. I don't care what their Scripture says, we must force the churches to perform gay
marriage; otherwise they're discriminating.”
You can't quote certain scriptures against gay marriage and alert the young people in the congregation
that this kind of lifestyle is ungodly and God hates it; you can't talk about that.
^ Homosexual gene: And they don’t stop there, because - we talked about it - they tried to say it was
genetic, it was biological, “I don't have a choice; I was born this way, etc.” Of course that was proven to be
false. They claimed that there would be a gene; that you would find a homosexual gene. But of course
they never found it. We told you it would happen with homosexuals, that would happen to lesbians
obviously, but that would happen with transgenderism.
^ Transgenderism as well. In Deuteronomy God warns against dressing up in the opposite sex’s clothes;
that it leads to different types of bad behavior. And of course, with transgenderism they're now again
trying to claim a genetic origin, “oh, yeah I was born this way; I'm a woman trapped in a man's body.” You
remember that? You heard this kind of stuff; that's the same arguments they were making for the gays
and lesbians twenty years ago.
But of course the transgender argument opens it up more. Why? Because through the transgender
argument you can now get beyond the sexual age of consent. Now you're having young children
make adult decisions of doing gene therapy, hormone therapy, chopping off their actual organs in
surgery etc, and changing their sex which is an adult decision. Would you think that a three-year-old
would have that capability? That would be an adult decision, right?
^Pedophilia: Well, if they're able to make legal adult decisions as such, then also those young kids five,

six, seven years old can also legally then decide who their sexual partner will be. Yeah! You see what
I'm saying? That's why gay, lesbian, LGBT, transgenderism sets up the legal structure for what?
Pedosexuality or pedophilia: That's what they're doing in Europe; that's what they're doing all across
communist nations and jihadis nations as well. They can snatch and take up children, and “marry”
them. But it's pedophilia! You understand what I'm saying, folks? In the end they're creating the legal
structure to prey on children; that's what they're doing.
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^The Kingsley Report: And of course, the sexual education classes, where did that start from? It started
from Alfred Kinsey with The Kinsey Report who was an open pedophile offender, and in his
“studies” he literally was molesting and raping children. Kinsey is a real wicked, real wicked, real
wicked “scientist.” Guess whom he is funded by? He is funded by the Federal Government, to give an
academic repost or academic argument as to why this should be allowed and why they should create
the legal framework for what they call pedosexuality.

Frightening hell
You understand how dangerous that is folks? As a daddy and mommy, and as just the general
shepherd of your family, you should be very, very frightened by this; you should be really frightened
with this, because you are literally the last line of defense for your family. If the state could come after
you, as they do in North Korea in the Kim regime, a middle-schooler would be gone. You
understand? And the parents can't do anything about it. Do you understand, folks? Literally millions
of people have to live under this! This is not a fairy tale; this is not some type of wives’ tale. Do you
understand? This is actual reality where people have to live like this, and you can't do anything about
it; you can't do anything!
If they get their way and America becomes like that, it will be literally living in hell! You would prefer
a lake of fire compared to what you have to live under, because it's the total demoralization of the
human spirit, the total ravaging and violating of everything that we hold true. You understand? And
it's done with smirks and laughs as they're doing it to you. That's how vicious they are.
So we are in a time of incredible testing in America. We're facing this now and we can't run away from
it. We can't run to Europe, can't run to Australia, can't run to Canada or South America; everything’s
worse. You can't run anywhere; it's now the end of the road, folks. Remember, they’re always talking
about kicking the can down the road? Well, it's now the end of the road; there's no more road to kick it
down to.
The American people have to, have to; have to reclaim their sovereignty over their own country from
this type of foreign dangerous takeover, heavily funded by Communist China as well, by the way. I
mean Biden’s son is working directly with the spy chief of China! The Biden family was working
directly with the spy chief of China, folks, and CNN, MSNBC; all of them fake media, they didn't
cover anything about it. You understand? It's a problem. Imagine if Donald Trump Jr. was working
directly with the spy chief of China, making deals where he's making big money; wouldn't you think
that would be a problem that the Left would kind of bring up? I think they would mention that. You
see how they were going after Trump's grandchildren and his young son. Baron was a 10- year old
kid, and they were going after him. They have no boundaries, no boundaries; folks!
So you're in the situation where America has to defend herself in terms of reclaiming her heritage. If
we don't do it the world will be consumed. It will be consumed with the 666- Beast, it will be
consumed with the Antichrist system; it will be consumed with hell on earth.
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Scofield Bible Commentary
It's not enough to just say, “Hey! Well you know the Lord is coming on the clouds and we’ll be taken away
before all this happens.” That's what the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Foundation have
wanted you to believe since the early 1900s, folks. Everybody who comes here knows about it. Look
up the Scofield Bible Commentary, the Scofield Bible Commentary, one of the main commentary
Bibles that was given by the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Foundation. They are avowed
socialists by the way, that are helping the decline of America towards Socialism.
Catholic and Protestant seminaries across the country were given the Scofield Bible, and tied to that
they were given grants; if you took the Scofield Bible and taught from that Commentary, you would
be given grants- which you know, in other countries you call bribing. Hundreds of millions of dollars
would be blessed upon you- blessed upon you- if you used that Scofield Bible Commentary.
What is that Scofield Bible Commentary known for? It's known for a particular doctrine that teaches
that before tribulation and things go wrong at the end time, Christ will come; he will come and take
Christians away. It's kind of weird because up to the 1900s there never was a generation of Christians
that believed that; they never believed it. The early Christians for example, believed that Jesus was
coming back in their lifetime, because he said it. In many scriptures he said, “Not one of you shall pass
away before the Son of Man cometh again.” So many early Christians believed that Jesus was coming in
their lifetime; Paul had that eschatology as well.

Christian martyrs
But the point is: Christians have always stood up against tyranny; i.e Jesus for example, he was a
radical, he was a social revolutionary. That's what scholars referred to him as. He stood up against an
empire, he stood up against the money changers; he stood up against them. He was changing society.
And of course generations of Christians that came after him did the same, in the sense that they stood
up against unrighteousness; when they felt that the tyranny was too great they would stand up.
And guess what? Christians would line up to die; that's what we call the martyrs’ period, the martyrs.
So, “if you believe in Christianity, you believe in Christ, you profess, “I believe in Christ,” you will be killed;
you will be put in the lion's den.”
-”Okay take me: take me first. Go ahead!”
It's like in America we have the Gadsden flag “Don't tread on me.”

“Come and Take it” is kind of like Texas, right.
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So we have that flag that says “Come and take it.” It's kind of like that spirit. It’s at Alamo,”You want to
disarm us? Come and take it!” And of course it comes from King Leonidas and the Spartans; it’s tied to
history.
But the point is: we have that culture too, at least on the patriots’ side. “You want to come and take it?”
you know like Charlton Heston would stand in front of the NRA and say, “You're going to have to pry
for my cold dead hands!” Charlton Heston making those statements; this was a very popular
phraseology that gun owners would refer to. The idea is: “If they're going to come and take our liberty,
well they got to go through me. If they're going to come and take our liberty, well then come and take it! Let's
see you do it!”
It's that kind of spirit that the early Christian martyrs also had. The Christian martyrs had that too:
“Okay, you're going to tell us that we can't believe in Jesus; you're going to tell us we can't preach the gospel.
Okay, you're going to say ‘you're going to kill us and throw us to the lions,’ then fine; throw me! Go ahead; take
me!”
And as they were being taken, what did they say? They would say,
“I love you, I forgive you; I pray for you that you would turn from your wicked way and you would know the
Lord Jesus Christ.” They would tell them.
So what would happen? You would have these totalitarian states start killing Christians; historically
killing Christians. Monitoring them and throwing them into the lions’ den, massacring them,
stripping them from their homes, from their husbands, their wives etc, and then throwing them in
dungeons. The women would be raped and the men would be thrown into the gladiators’ chambers,
to be torn apart by a lion.
And you would have the executioners come out; they would behead them in certain periods of
Christian history. But what would happen? At first the state would feel real powerful,
” Let's get them Christians; round them and kill them! Let's get them!”
-”Okay, Okay!”
”What happened when you took the first batch of Christians, and you beheaded them or you threw them to the
lions?”
-“Well you know, they were singing songs and they said they loved us.”
“What did you say? What'd you say? What happened when you took a bunch of Christians to get them into the
lions’ den?
-Well they told us they forgive us and they love us.”
“What do you mean?”
So the officer is going crazy:
“These people are … Okay, bring the next batch in.” etc
And it goes on and on: “bring the next 100th batch in; bring the 200th batch in!”
“What happened?
-”Well commander, they said that they loved us and they said they forgive us, and they said that we should
repent.”
You see what I'm saying?
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What would happen? What would happen? They would show that they had something more
powerful than any totalitarian regime; any! (Applause) Because, think about it: if you have to go
against an apparatus of totalitarianism, I mean you're heavily outgunned; you're heavily out-powered
right?
But there’s one thing that political Satanism, Socialism, Communism, authoritarianism does not have;
they don't have one thing. The one thing they don't have is a love that's so strong that you don't fear
death! Most of them are doing it for the riches, resources, money, better positions or status, “oh, I’ll get
that pension,” whatever it is; they're not doing it for a higher purpose.
But what did the Christians have? In those cases they were disarmed, right? In the case of the
Founding Fathers they were not disarmed; they fought back with arms. But in the early cases, many
times they were already slaves under these empires, so they were already disarmed. But they had an
unfathomable spirit; a spirit that knew the Word and knew:
“Death, where is Thy sting; grave, where is Thy victory?”
Christ has already conquered the grave so we have no fear; we don't have to live in fear. As the
Scripture says,
“God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” We have power, we
have love and we have sound minds! That is something folks, by the way that totalitarians do not
have and will never have; they will never have that.
So every time in Christian history, when the martyrs’ blood flowed and fed the Tree of Liberty so- tospeak, what happened? The blood would flow, the martyrs’ blood would start soaking the earth, and
every time they killed one, ten more would stand and say, “Take me now! Take me; I will not acquiesce to
you. My life means nothing if I acquiesce to you and live a slave under you.” Every time they killed one, ten
showed up; every time they killed the 10, 100 showed up. And what happened, slowly? What
happened? The actual executioners and the people killing those Christians, they started saying, “You
know what? I'm not going to kill these people anymore. Why don't you kill them? Why don't you kill them, you
pencil pusher, bureaucrat giving me these orders? Why don't you do it? I'm sick of doing this. I'm sick of taking
people to the gallows to be fed to the lions and had their head chopped off telling me they love me! I can't handle
it no more!”
So they would start breaking down. Why? Because they have a conscience; people are made in the
image of God and you clearly could see, “Wow, these Christians are not the evil ones!” You know who
the evil one is? It's Caesar, or this or that.

Get right with God
That is what the totalitarians do not have, folks. They have power, they have coercion they have
immorality, and theft, and brute force, but they do not have the moral high ground. They do not have
a power that transcends death; because in the end they know they sold their souls to Satan. So they
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actually fear death; they don't want to die. That's why they're into transhumanism and trying through
life extension technology, to live forever.
News Alert to all the elites trying to do life extension technology: you’re going to die one day! You're
going to die and you're going to face God. You can't run, you can't run. You can try, you can try; you
can try! Zuckerberg apparently is fanatic about life extension technology and putting billions and
billions of dollars into that, and Bill Gates is the same. Why? Because you fear death! You know that
when you die, it's your judgment day, and there's a very hot place waiting for you because of all the
evil you've done.
But when we have assurance and a surety in Christ, then we have transcendental power. We have
power that no longer makes us fear death; especially when combined with righteousness and
magnanimity and love for God and even for an enemy neighbor to “love your enemy, and pray for the
ones that persecute you.”But that doesn't mean by the way, you just say, “Ravage me and then be
victorious.” No, we are still praying for the evil ones to repent. We're not praying for them to be
victorious. Amen!
Because we actually love them in the sense that as a human being we want that person to get right
with God; we were not right with God before we became right with God too, right. Amen!
So we kind of want that for everybody; we want everybody to get right with God. But there's free will
involved in that. So it's out of love; you can love your enemy but also pray that he comes to
repentance. You can love your enemy, and still say, “Hey, I have to stop you bro, if you come and try to kill
innocent people here. I have to stop you. I love you but I'll stop you.” Amen! And that's a tremendous
power.
Worst case scenario: they try to witch hunt Trump, or whatever the case may be; they try to take
America. Socialism Communism is rampant, ravaging, and they wage war, as Biden says, “More
dangerous than ISIS and Al-Qaeda is domestic white supremacy.” What country are you living in, bro?
Domestic white supremacy? That's about as real as a pink elephant! But of course they're trying to
make it about targeting and getting rid of the main body of conservatives. Do you understand what a
dangerous and reckless statement it is; to say that domestic white supremacy is more dangerous than
ISIS and Al-Qaeda? Do you understand how reckless that is?
Hello! We go to different countries to bomb those groups, you understand? We fly over them and
bomb them and kill them, and you're saying, “More dangerous than that are white people in America.”
Because you're trying to make a race war like you did in Venezuela, so you can divide and conquer
the people and then bring Communism in, be above the law and do your devil worship and your
satanic rituals.
It's an intense time, folks; an intense time! So we must be praying for one another, loving one another.
I know sometimes you know even in the patriot community, or just groups of people in general, it
doesn't mean we have to be forced in this fake get along kind of thing.
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No, but
*we can stand together for unity,
*we can stand together for common principles of liberty,
*we can stand together for the Constitution,
*we can stand together for traditional marriage,
*we can stand together to stop the massacre and the genocide of the young boy;
*we can stand together for some stuff like that. Amen!
As the old phraseology says, “United we stand, divided we fall! We either hang together or hang separate.”
So it is a critical time, it's an incredible time. And
-this is a time to get right with God
-this is the time to help one another, empower one another;
-it's a time to pray for one another;
-it's time to ask God
back into our lives,
back into our family,
back into our marriage,
back into every activity,
because the time is precipitously moving in the opposite direction.
So please pray.
Please pray for the President, please pray for all the patriots nationwide and really worldwide too; all
those who are screaming out for liberty worldwide. We have to pray for them all, because in the end
those are our brothers and sisters, folks. They are not the problem, they are not the problem. The
predators in the halls of power, the bureaucrats who are the predators, they are the problem. And if
the lower class, the middle class and the upper class all united and said, “Well, wait a minute, maybe it's
those predator bureaucrats that are making all this crazy stuff, and maybe they're the problem,” that would be
a problem for them, wouldn't it? That would be a problem for them if people united vertically. The
time is now, folks; the time is now.
Let's pray!

Pastor Sean’s Prayer
Father God, we thank You for this beautiful day that You’ve blessed us with: a summer weather, and
so many things to be grateful for and so many things to celebrate and rejoice for. We have the
company of patriots, we have the company of righteous people; we have the company of so many
good brothers and sisters that are standing with us today in this epic and momentous fight for human
liberty.
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And dear God, even though we're not perfect and even though we're not sinless, it's Your blood that
has washed away our sins, it's Your blood that sanctifies us and purifies us over, and it’s Your blood
that makes us more righteous and seek righteousness, to hate sin and hate evil and to love that which
You love.
So God, we ask that You would send down Your Holy Spirit, that You would fill our hearts with fire
of the Holy Ghost, that in our hearts should well up within us a deep wellspring of joy and a power. A
power that comes from Your love; a love for Your own children as humanity, as human beings; a
power that would seek to want to see the oppressed be free, and to move through free will towards
You and Your grace.
Dear God, we ask You at this time of great crisis in America and across the world, that You would
stand with all those brothers and sisters that stand together for the flag and Tree of Liberty. They may
be of different skin colors, races and tribes but that's irrelevant, because human spirit yearns out for
You, and as the Scripture says, “Where the Spirit of God is so there is liberty.”
We thank You because we know that You have given yourself so that we could be free:
Free from the clutches of Satan,
Free from Satan's lineage,
Free from Satan's control,
Free from Satan's authority,
Free from Satan's sin;
So that we could be in Your family and You could reclaim us as Your children.
So, Father God, we ask You that You anoint all that are here today in this sanctuary, that You would
give them power to force -multiply and to spread the love of country and of You; that we would be
used as Your hands and feet to reawaken America and reinvigorate her. So that she realizes the state
of affairs that is happening before our eyes and makes a commitment to stand up and resist, as you
say in James Chapter 4 “Resist the devil and he will flee.”
Dear God, we pray that You would give us a special anointing as we now are facing a tumultuous
time in our country's history, but that is intimately tied with the history of the world, for if America
falls today tomorrow will be authoritarianism and totalitarianism, darkness and political Satanism.
We pray that blind eyes may see that we are not fighting something which is just an ideology or
political party or things of that nature, but there are real principalities and powers of darkness that are
being animated and being controlled by the Great Betrayer of You in the beginning, Lucifer, Satan.
We pray that we would understand that this metaphysical and this existential crisis is cosmic in
nature, and that we must stand up against that demonic force, both spiritually and physically with
our life and with our heart and mind.
Let us be total committed, so that we can have Your bravery, as You say in Joshua to “be brave and be of
good courage.”
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God, we ask that You would give us courage, because we are human beings and we do feel fear at
times, we do feel scared at times, and we do feel anxious at times. But in those moments, in those
flashing passing moments
*let us have solitude in Your presence,
*let us have strength in your presence, and
*let us come out of those moments of fear and trembling to see Your face, to see Your glory and to see
Your Kingdom that is coming to this world!
Dear God, we ask that everybody, from President Trump all the way to the local areas of patriots,
would stand together to protect this country,
a country which was built on Your Judeo-Christian principles,
a country that was built on the foundation of Scripture, and
a country that acknowledges and protects human rights given to us by You; a precious, precious,
precious reality that never existed in humankind
And we thank You God, because we know
You are also working in the hearts and minds of everyday ordinary people, and
You are creating victories on the local, from the micro to the macro;
You are moving in our lives,
You are changing hearts,
You are winning victories.
And if we just look around we can see that those who desire to protect liberty not only for our
posterity but for humanity, those people who may come across meek or who may come across humble
and quiet, as Your Words said, “They would inherit the kingdom of God.” Amen!
We thank You Lord, because You are leading us through this time as a testing and as a loving Father,
because who knows,
we may need this test.
We may need to recommit ourselves to You,
we may need to reevaluate and re-examine the preciousness of the gifts that we've been given, so that
we would have a context in which we can praise You more.
So we ask You, dear Lord, to give us that spirit today, and we ask You to
*bless those that are here, and
*bless the Holy Host that will be standing with us, and
*bless the patriots that are all across this country, and
*bless the President, and
*bless the other leaders that are rising up as You are anointing them right now; all those who are
working for Your providence and purpose, to protect the gifts of liberty and the freedom that You
have bestowed upon humankind.
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We thank You and give You the praise, we give You the glory; we give You the honor with all those
that are gathered here today. In Your precious name we pray. Amen! Amen! Aju!
All right, folks! Let's all rise and give glory to God. Amen!

